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Abst rac t - -A  necessary condition is derived for a quadratic form ptGp to be minimal among all 
permutations of the nonnegative nontrivial vector p. The quadratic form arises from the stability 
problem of a fixed-fixed taut string loaded with masses at equidistant points. 
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A taut horizontal string of negligible mass is stretched between the points x = 1 - 1/(1 + a) 
and x = n + 1/(1 + A), where a,A > 0, and loaded at the points x = 1,2,3, . . .  ,n by n particles 
with (nonnegative) masses p(1),p(2), . . .  ,p(n), respectively. Suppose the ends of the string are 
fixed, then under the force of gravity and the tension in the string, the particles will attain 
some equilibrium positions. Assume that the equilibrium displacements are small, that the 
tension in the string is of constant magnitude one and that the masses are measured in units of 
the gravitational constant. It is well known [1, pp. 10-11] that the equilibrium displacements 
y(k), 1 < k < n, satisfy 
y(k -  1) - 2y(k) + y(k+ 1) =p(k) ,  1 < k < n, 
y(0) + ~y(1) = 0 = y(,~ + 1) + ~y(n). 
This linear system is readily solved, the vector y = col(y(1), . . . ,  y(n)) is given by y = -Gp  where 
p = col(p(1), . . . ,  p(n)) and the symmetric matrix G = (g(i, j)) is given by 
{ (j+(j-1)o)((n+l-0+(n-i)) 
(n+l+n~+~+(~- l )~)  ' 1 < j < i < n, 
g(i , j )  = (~+(i-1)~)((n+l-j)+(n-j)) 1 < i < j < n. 
(n+l+na+nA+(n-1)aA)  ' 
Consequently, the potential energy of the loaded string is equal to 
Q(p) = pry = _ptGp" 
In [1], it is known that among rearrangements of the masses, the quadratic form ptGp satisfies 
ptGp < ptGp, where/~ is obtained from p by rearranging its components into a vector which 
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is similar to the vector (1, 3, 5 , . . . ,  6, 4, 2), where two vectors x = col(x(1) . . . .  , x(n)) and y = 
col(y(1), . . . ,  y(n)) are similar if (z(i) - (x( j))(y( i)  - (y(j)) >_ 0 for 1 < i < j _< n. The question 
naturally arises as to what rearrangements of p yield the minimum of Q(p). In [2], it was 
pointed out that this is a much more difficult problem since experimentation shows that both the 
magnitudes and the ordering of the components of p are involved, and since there do not seem 
to be any mathematical tools which can be used to handle such problems. 
In this note, we will show, however, that when the quadratic form Q(p) is a minimum, the 
corresponding rearrangements of p must be a decreasing-increasing vector. Such a condition is 
helpful since much less computation will be involved than when the minimum is sought among 
all permutations of the vector p. 
To be more precise, let us say that a nonnegative vector q = col(q(1),. . . ,  q(n)) is decreasing- 
increasing if for some integer j between 1 and n, we have 
q(1) > q(2) > ... > q(j), q(j) < q(j ÷ 1) < . . .  < q(n). 
Note that if q is not decreasing-increasing, then for some integer m _> 1, q(m) < q(m + 1); and 
for some integer n > m + 1, q(n) > q(n + 1). This implies that there exist integers c~,f~ and "7 
such that 1 < a < ~ < ~ <_ n, q(f~) > q(a) and q(j3) > q(~). 
THEOREM 1. I1 c the quadratic form Q(q) = qtGq is a minimum over the set of all rearrangements 
of the nonnegative and nontrivial vector p = col(p(1),...  ,p(n ) ), then the minimizing vector q is 
decreasing-increasing. 
PROOF. To prove our theorem, assume to the contrary that q is a vector such that there are 
integers c~, f~ and ~ with 1 < ~ < fl < 7 <_ n, q(f~) > q(a) and q(f~) > q(~). We will show that 
the quadratic form Q(q) cannot be a minimum since it can be diminished by interchanging either 
the ath and f~th components of q, or the ~th and ,./th components of q. 
Let us denote by ql the vector obtained by interchanging the ~th and the f~th components, and 
q2 the vector obtained by interchanging the ~th and ~/th components of q. Denote the Cartesian 
product {1, . . . ,  n} x {1, . . . ,  n} by D. We break up ~ into nine disjoint subsets defined by 
1-/1 = ((i, j) e 
~2 -- (( i ,  j )  e 
~3 = {( i , j )  e 
124 = ( ( i , j )  e 
~5 = ( ( i , j )  e 
~6 = ( ( i , j )  E 
~27 = {(i,j) e 
~s = {( i , j )  c 
~9 = {(i, j )  e 
i=~,  j#a ,  j # f~}, 
i=f~, jCa ,  j ¢ f~}, 
i=~,  j=~},  
i= f~,  j=~},  
i -- c~, j = (~ }, 
i=  /~, j = I~ ), 
i ¢~,  iCp ,  j¢~,  j¢Z} .  
Then the difference 
q~Gql - qtGq = ~ g( i , j ) [q l ( i )q l ( j )  - q( i )q( j ) ]  
(~,j)~ 
can be written as a sum of nine partial sums over the subsets g/l, ~2 , . - . ,  ~9. Since ql((~) -- q(f~), 
ql(f~) -- q(~) and since G is symmetric, it is easily seen that the first or the second partial sum 
is given by 
g(c~, k)q(k)[q(~) - q(a)]; 
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the third or the fourth partial sum is given by 
E g(~' k)q(k)[q(a) - q(~)]; 
the seventh by 
the eighth by 
o) [q2(Z)  _ 
97 
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and 
g(% c~) - g(f~, c~) = (/~ - 7)[a(1 + ~r)(1 + A) - a - qA]F, 
T~ = (7 - B)(a - f~)[(n - ~ + (~)(1 + (~)(1 + A) + (1 - GA)]F, 
which is negative since n - /~  + c~ > 1. 
_ 
and the others are zero. Thus, q~Gql - q tGq is given by 
A1 = [q(~) - q(a)] ~ 2q(k)[g(a,k) - g(~,k)] + [g(a,a) -g(~,~)][q(a) + q(f~)]/" 
k#a,~ J 
Similarly, the difference q~Gq2 - q~Gq is given by 
A2=[q(~)-q(7)]{~~2q(k)[g(")"k)-g(~3'k)]+[g(%7)-g(~3'J3)][q(7)+q(J3)]} " k # , ~  
If  we can show that 
(7  - -  ]3)  • i l  71- (~ - -  og) • A 2 < 0 ,  
[q(fl) - q(c~)] [q(~) - q(7)] 
then at least one of A1 or A2 is negative so that Q(q) cannot be a minimum. To see that  the 
above inequality holds, first note that its left hand side is of the form 
rlq(1) + T2q(2) + ' ' -  + rnq(n), 
and each of the coefficients Ti can be evaluated. Indeed, consider first the case k < ~. By the 
definition of g(i, j), 
g(~, k) - g(f~, k) = [k + (k - 1)a][n + 1 - c~ + (n - ~)A]F 
- [k + (k -  1)a][n + 1 - Z + (n -  Z)A]F 
= [k + (k - 1)cr](Z - ~)(1 + A)F, 
where P = In + 1 + na + nA + (n - 1)aA] -1, and 
g(7, k) - g(fl, k) = [k + (k - 1)a](~ - 7)(1 + A)F, 
thus, for k < c~, 
Tk -- (7 -- ~)[k + (k - 1)a](f~ - c~)(1 + A)F ÷ (~ - (~)[k + (k - 1)a](~ - 7)(1 + A)F = O. 
Next, suppose k -- c~. Since 
g(a, c~) - g(~, ~) = (a - /~)[ (n  - c~ - ~)(1 + cr)(1 + A) + 1 + 2a + aA]F, 
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Next, suppose c~ < k </~. Since 
g(c~, k) - g(13, k) -- {(a - k)[n(1 + a)(1 + A) + (1 - aA)] + (/3 - c~)[k(1 + a)(1 + A) - a(1 + A)]}F, 
and 
0(~, k) - 0(~, k) = (~ - ~)[k(1 + o)(1 + A) - z(1 + A)]r, 
thus, for a < k <:/~, we have 
rk = 2("/ - - /~)(a -- k)[n(1 + a)(1 + A) + (1 - aA)]F, 
which is negative. 
For k =/3,  similar calculations lead to 
Te = (~ - #) (~ - #) [ ( ;  - ~)(1 + ~)(1 + ~)] < 0. 
For the cases/3 < k < 7, k = 3, and k > ~, the facts that  Tk _< 0 are proved similarly. Finally, 
"rlq(1) + T2q(2) + ' . -  + Tnq(n) <_ T~q(J3) < O, 
which is what we wanted. The proof is complete. 
The proof of the above result motivates a slightly more general one, namely the following. 
THEOREM 2. Let G = (g(i,j)) be a symmetr ic  n x n matr ix  and 
S g(i,k) -g ( j , k ) ,  k ¢ i, j ,  
h( i , j ,k)  ! (1/2)[g(i,i) - g(j,j)], k = i, j ,  
for i , j , k  = 1,2 , . . . ,n .  Suppose for any c~,t3,'y satisfying 1 <_ a </3  _ ~ < n, there are positive 
numbers c and d such that c. h(a,/3, k) + d. h(% t3, k) <_ 0 with one strict inequality for some 
k = ft. H the quadratic form Q(p) = ptGp is a min imum over the set of all rearrangements of
the nonnegative and nontrivial vector p = col(p(1) . . . .  ,p(n)),  then the minimizing vector q is 
decreasing-increasing. 
We close this note by the following interesting remark. We say a vector x = col(x(1) . . . .  , x(n)) 
is convex if for any 1 < i < j < k <__ n, it follows that  
k- j  j - i  
z(j) < -£-:-7_ i~(i) + -k-7~_ ix(k). 
Observe that  for a convex vector q = col (q(1) , . . . ,  q(n)), the difference sequence Aq(1), Aq(2) , . . . ,  
Aq(n -1)  is nondecreasing. Thus, Aq(1) < 0 , . . . ,  Aq( j -1 )  < 0, and Aq( j )  > 0 , . . . ,  Aq(n -1)  > 0 
for some integer j between 1 and n. This shows that  q is decreasing-increasing. It  is therefore 
reasonable to conjecture that  our theorems till hold if the conclusion is changed to q being convex. 
However, when p = col(l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8), a minimizing vector is (7, 6, 3, 2, 1,4, 5, 8) which is not 
convex. 
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